MINUTES
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
Kerckhoff Hall 417
September 23, 2014
7:00 PM

PRESENT: Avinoam Baral, Conrad Contreras, Fabienne Roth, Allyson Bach, Greg Kalfyan, Cynthia Wong, Irmary Garcia, Carlos Quintanilla, Heather Rosen, Savannah Badalich

ABSENT: Manjot Singh, Nihal Satyadev

GUESTS:

I. Call to Order
-Murphy called the meeting to order at 7:02pm

II. A. Approval of the Agenda
-Bach moves to strike ASRF.
-Garcia moves to strike CAC Mini Fund Allocation
-Badalich moves to strike SWC Programming Fund
-Baral moves to strike the approval of minutes September 16 and add approval from July 22 and August 20.
-Baral moves to strike the BruinsVote presentation off special presentation
-Baral moves to add positions of Andre Jones and Zoey Shay
-Baral moves to add an action item A of the approval of the election board calendar
-Badalich moves to approve agenda as amended. Roth seconds
9-0-0 agenda is approved

III. Approval of the Minutes from July 22 and August 20
-Baral states that they had minute taking issues so Zimmerman has been working overtime to have them September 16 next week. We have the minutes from July 22 and August 20.
-Rosen moves to approve the minutes from July 22 and August 20
-Bach seconds.
9-0-0 the meetings are approved

III. Public Comments

IV. Special Presentations

V. Appointments
-Murphy states that these two appointments that do need to be forwarded and haven’t been through ARC. He’s known them since both their first years.

A. ASUCLA Communication Board of Directors- Andre Jones
-Jones introduces himself as a second year political science major and he is here to be appointed for ASUCLA Communication Board of Directors. He’s passionate about
students out voicing opinion on campus and out campus and the $100,000 deficit has been tough on all the magazines and daily bruin and may be holding them back from connecting to students directly. He felt that these student media organizations need to study and when he read that the line of credit was offered that guarantees a couple more years to move forward and give students access to out voice their opinions and include them in internship experiences. Who knows if that will be there and he feels passionate about furthering market research and have apps funded and get LA to be continued to be funded but also student connections. If the money runs out sooner or later the students have no opportunities to gain experience in these majors.

-Badalich asks what experience personal or professional makes him qualified

-Jones stayed he’s involved in Greek life, Possey scholar in downtown, he does IM sports, the Liter Earth project and a student like himself already committed but he’s really good at item management. He has very little professional experience in student media but felt it would be a great start to learn more and try to help out.

-Rosen appreciates his research, and asks what does he see as a more sustainable funding source that’s more solidified.

-Jones states they need more ucla student media apps and print publishing is going down in that general direction, with social media and expanding technology advances and UCLA can use their applications with ads.

-Badalich asks how he’s going to be able to manage everything

-Jones stated he learned to see what became a priority and joined things and did his work freshmen year and learned how to balance classes and extracurricular and he’s recruiting new members for his clubs and has a lot more time on his hands for ASUCLA.

-Bach asks how much input he’s willing to consider from the communication organizations.

-Jones states that an enormous amount and the board of directors should work way more closely talking to Nomo and Liam and find out what the communications do and they help choose the editor to connect to those student media outlets for it to be 100%.

-Quintanilla asks his opinion of making the news magazines just digital and removing print altogether to eliminate paper waste

-Jones states he doesn’t have that much knowledge but he does know that online is a premiere source and the time to grab to have it all online. He’s in favor of it.

-Rosen asks if he spoke to anyone on communications board

-Jones stated he emailed Kimberly and it was brief and told her a lot of the position and the thing was she didn’t want to influence well you have to step back and talk to about the position and stuff.

-Jones thanks everyone for seeing him tonight, it would be such an honor to get the appointment and believes he has what it takes.

-Jones steps out of the room.

-Geller asks if it’s a one or two year appointment.

-Murphy states Horn resigned form communications board and he will be forwarding another appointment and it will be a one year appointment.

-Roth stated he did a lot of research on his own and its great to see that he looked at the different newspapers and talked to people and has ideas of what he can do.
-Badalich states that he did a research but it’s a great disadvantage he has no experience in student media and marketing. It could be fresh eyes and that’s a positive but he should be aware of his disadvantage and try to overcompensate it.
-Bach states it would be good to advise the sustainability of completely going with and without print and we should preserve that at all and research the cost effectiveness of taking print and going online because there isn’t very much about cost effectiveness to make those decisions.
-Quintanilla states he agrees and looking for more sustainable options.
-Roth states it’s a back and forth process and she values print when there has to be a discussion between different groups.
-Badalich moves to approve Andre Jones for ASUCLA Communication Board.
-Baral seconds.

10-0-0

B. Student Initiated Outreach Committee –Zoe Shay
-Shay states she would love to occupy this position because she has a huge passion for providing educational access to youth and strengthening those ties. She has a lot of experience in the area as she has two years running Project One working with queer youth and an intern. Her first year project one was part of SIOC so she does have experience being in the meetings. She’s really hoping to help the leaders of the organizations because she knows the struggle of trying to run an organization and be a student. Every quarter they do reviews of the work they’ve done and wants to sit down with all the programs and go forward to make it a more fruitful year for all of them.
-Bach states the Academic Affairs Commission has an appointment for the committee asks if there’s a specific program she wants to push forward. Is there a set plan?
-Shay states initially she wants to help all the organizations look at how they’re serving the queer students and see if its queer friendly because that is an added intersection but she doesn’t have one particular organization in mind and then form a connection with all of them.
-Wong asks what she identifies the most significant needs of the organizations.
-Shay stated that funding is a huge need in order to go about the program and wants to assess and view how funding can be more accessible. She wants to provide debriefing because it could be really helpful for student leaders to be wrapped up and talking to an outside source could be helpful to provide one on one time.
-Quintanilla asks if she wanted Project One to enter SIOC
-Shay states no its not in her power to push something that they haven’t talked to something about but if it is she would do that, but no.
-Contreras asks why she’s passionate about access to higher education.
-Shay states its incredibly ridiculous that some students in America doesn’t get the same education except depending on the geographical location that they can sit there and get really old books or be a school that doesn’t have the support or college counseling or thriven teacher that its absurd and ridiculous. With the educational pipeline she thinks that a lot of students aren’t aware of it. Through education communities could be more empowered to know history.
-Wong asks what funding experience she has
- Shay says halfway the freshmen year she’s done funding apps periodically through CPO and SOUL funding and all of that. She’s done every step of the process and transitioning and showed them how to do each one.
- Shay says she hopes everyone to serve student leaders because they help everyone and someone needs to be there for them.
- Garcia states she’s the perfect person to be outreaching and be so approachable and go and see and talk and a lot of student leaders are going to find Zoe very approachable.
- Singh’s proxy states that her objectives are profound that QA doesn’t have a formal access and retention but he feels that to make it inclusive and is definitely needed and really appreciates someone’s coming up with the ideas.
- Badalich states he seems really passionate and driven and when he asked a question you can visibly see how the energy rose and so much experience with funding and understands what SIOC she thinks he’s the perfect candidate.
- Contreras states that queer issues experience is important and gender and sexuality is overlooked can really form that foundation
- Bah states that he makes a really good point about not being the only issue and its important to be inclusive.
- Roth states he loves his answer for why access is important and the value for it and to fight for them.
- Badalich moves to approve Zoe Shay for Student Initiated Outreach Committee
- Rosen seconds
10-0-0 Zoe is approved for the Student Initiated Outreach Committee

VII. Officer and Member Reports
A. President – Devin Murphy
- Murphy states he has a meeting with Janet Napolitano and the agenda items they have is mental health services across the UC campus and shared a podcast regarding the state of UC mental health services. Our own Dr. Liz Gangway was in it. Proposition 63 funding is going to be ending this year and as the UC we apply to a grant to fund out student mental health services and the conversations aren’t going to be student friendly with a mental health fees and he doesn’t want any extra fees. He will update everyone next Tuesday. He met with Andrew Erickson to talk about a public forum and wants council to be part of with Daily Bruin, USAC, and GSAC and asks for administrators with an online forum seeing that this is the time for visibility of council. He knows they’ll be busy week 0 and week 1. The open house is Wednesday October 1st. The exciting mental health with council retreat and definitely set the tone for the rest of the year and a very positive experience and they do get along and are fun people. They talked about mental health and USAC life to approve the all of us campaign as the official USAC initiative.
- Roth asks what prop 63 funds
- Murphy states it funds all of California’s mental health services with an established oversight to apply for funding to develop a comprehensive plan with funding for CAPS and training services.
- Bach asks how much each council member should budget.
- Badalich stated we would love to have more funding but by no means do they have to front money.
B. Internal President – Avinoam Baral
- Baral wanted to mention circle of 6 safety application they are still working the contracts and bring it up again because council did allocate money. They moving forward and people are excited for when it does happen. He had an opportunity to speak with Bob Williams such as a student vendor fair and food during finals week. They are going to be 8th week and have been speaking with Roy and Bob regarding Food for Finals. He’s been working with SOUL and integrating them with student group liaison to match student groups with different departments. The off campus living fair will be early January and fingers crossed we’ll be working with the daily bruin on their advertising packages. They want to rename the LGBTQ ally week and make sure that USAC is showing resource center so he’ll be in contact later on. Raja has offered to work on a USAC table for their research fair during week 0 or week 1. They also want to collaborate with annual outlast but anyone out who wants to support the community and spoke about potentially getting all of USAC to be on it and a fun thing. He met with Cindy to streamline funding applications for USAC funds and work on a phase timeline throughout the year to work on the first quarter to streamline the deadline and formatting of the application and use winter quarter as a trial period and have a one stop shop for funding application by spring quarter and he’ll be in contact with you all midway this quarter and be as transparent as open as everyone. Also they have been working on approving USAC live with new microphones and happy to proposal and adding a Bluetooth microphone to the middle of the table. Council retreat was a blast to help plan the weekend and thanks Maria for being a humongous help. He thinks that USAC retreat if they lee the groundwork for the work and its fantastic that everyone was there. There was talk about a broken telescope and it has been resolved with the owner.

C. External Vice President – Conrad Contreras
- Contreras said the debate will be part of the power week October 16th at 6pm in Covelo Grand Horizon to talk about the next 3 weeks to register to vote. We are going to start to register during move in and our biggest push will be during new student volunteer. Everyone will have breakfast from 8-9AM and volunteer center allowed us there to be there to have students to vote.

D. Academic Affairs Commissioner – Allyson Bach
- Bach met with assistant dean of campus climate who plans faculty dinner dialogues and the first one is at bruin plate to get faculty to vote and engage with faculty over some great on the hill food and talk about diversity and send an official email to all of council.
- Rosen states what time the dinner is
- Bach says 5:30pm-7pm

E. Facilities Commissioner – Carlos Quintanilla
- Quintanilla wants to make TGIF a permanent funding source. He met with Bob Frio one of the building managers in well where we can put new hydration stations.

F. Student Wellness Commissioner – Savannah Badalach
-Badalich states she’s going to talk about 7000 in Solidarity the mental health awareness week. Two things she wants to go into details the Its On Us Taskforce to protect students less oriented on survivors more so on bystanders because it has the national support of NCAA, MTV, Viacom, and federally. You’ll be seeing some campaigns that will go around using the national attention and will be doing a general different spin. She doesn’t want it to be stigmatized of men are the offenders, when you see the its on us from UCLA till be a different spin, feel free to change your profile picture. She wants to go into a little bit of detail of the UC Presidential Task Force on preventing Sexual Violence and Sexual Assault. She cannot understate the recommendations and how it’s a national model for universities and saleable from a university of UC Merced to UCLA. She’s going to read the recommendations. First, creating a response team to help survivors go through the process and change policies. Second, adopting system wide justice. Third, developing a comprehensive trading plan to be implemented from now to Fall 2015 and do education for all faculty staff and UCPD because you don’t know who the first point of contact. Fourth, awareness of issues and rights. Fifth, establishing an independent access office to have a one stop shop to find help and resources, and we don’t have a gender equality center on our campus. They have CAPS but they don’t say specifically. Establishing campus wide consistent website where to go and the resources. She was very involved and she’s really excited about it and its been more than 10 years of work for many activists and cannot say how proud of she is. They’re open to more recommendations.
-Geller states that student affairs wants to support the campaign because the information that they received that’s its student peer program there going to look for you take the lead. She will be on the taskforce on the next stage of recommendations.

C. Administrative Representative
-Champawat says wow.
-Geller states today was new graduate student association and GSA graciously allowed them to do training on how to support students who may find themselves the victim of sexual violence. The training primarily focused on how to support others and included information on confidential and primarily the perspective of the TAs who find themselves recipients of undergrad. Student affairs recognized the importance of getting all the staff trained and what it means to be a responsible employee and we are committed to having the populations trained by the end of fall quarter.
-Sheryl thanks council for allowing her up and not let it be one day but as ongoing process. The RAs also got trained.
-Zimmerman said she has parking permits

VIII. Funding Allocations
A. Contingency Programming
-Wong stated that 13 applied, required 10,011.14, requested $7,147.50 and $3,335.00 recommended.
-Wong states it’s a 1-5 scale and they stress documentation and make sure that they spend money properly. At the bottom is the comments of each individual application and the
number of participants for each event. Feel free to email her or ask her any questions and join the meting.

- Baral moves to approve this weeks contingency allocation.

10-0-0 allocations approved

IX. Old Business

X. New Business

A. Approval of the Election Board Calendar

-Sagan introduces himself as e-board chair. Nick introduces himself as marketing director. Kim my is the vice chair. Kai serves on the executive committee.

-Sagan states that they want to have election longer than 2 days, with 5 days to get the signatures ready. The packets will be available at October 2 at 12pm. The packets are due at Tuesday October 7th at 5pm. The orientation is October 8 from 5-7pm. The statements are due on Saturday October 11 at 12pm. When people pick up endorsement packets generally thinks that we don’t need it then we can bring it back to spring election. The registration for endorsements begins on October 2nd and no one will know who the candidates is which keeps the endorsements to keep it more position specific more than candidate specific to make it more objective from 7-10. The expense accounts are due on October 10 at 12pm, online campaigning begins at October 10 at 12pm, and meet the candidates is October 10 from 6pm-8pm.

-Kalkifiany stated that CEC released the date for Ackerman Ballroom, but they have it on the date list.

-Geller states there must be a meeting to approve the ballot and time for my. Ucla people to program the ballot. She’s concerned about the feasibility of packets turned on the 8th and voting on the 14th.

-Roth states her fair that debates after meet the candidates may affect them emotionally.

-Contreras stated that the transition from week 0 to week 1 too short to give candidates a time. He doesn’t want people to be confused with USAC or midterm elections. He recommends that we finish the second week first because that’s the last week to register voters and everything is free until the November 4 elections and push everything to start week 1 instead of week 3.

-Quintanilla stated that this is 2 days, when voter turnout wasn’t good changing Tuesday.

-Sagan stated he’s sticking with the rules and a huge controversy and being more constructive to get people out to vote and sit that the publicity is high enough for respectable.

-Quintanilla stated that the controversy moving it Tuesday and it would be less of a controversy if it was moved back on Monday.

-Roth asked what type of voter turnout do you expect

-Sagan stated that elections really early will affect it and would have rather student voting neutrally and more educated voters than just people voting objectively and disaffiliating with something.

-Baral states there was a significantly less voter turn out last year than 2 years ago

-Sagan stated that he picked Tuesday and the extra day may have hurt. It’s where people will get educated and a lot of meetings happen on Monday and doesn’t want block
voting. He’d rather have an extra day of sitting and it hurt the turn out last year maybe it was the affect of elections and willing to experiment with.
-Geller states that if you don’t get 20% voter turn out the referendum will be invalidated.
-Garcia asks why does it have to be Monday and why do people feel so strongly
-Bach states that performing leafleting as a tactic what’s the point of having it on Monday if your going to start on Tuesday.
-Sagan stated that the reason he kept it though because the point that you have the fliers you look at it and make a decision of who to vote for and what to vote for.
-Quintanilla stated that there’s no reason Monday is better than Tuesday but that was the difference between the election last year and spring before. Something we can solve is for tracking the days to see if there’s a difference.
-Contreras said he would like to see the members
-Murphy stated the concerns are the candidate packet due date, the Monday versus Tuesday, the week 3 part, and ballot approval.
-Roth she can’t imagine transfer students finding their feet and then trying to run and it’s a tough process so if we push it back it’ll be need them.
-Murphy asks if the week could be potentially moved later in the quarter.
-Sagan stated that the latest is week 3, and if we move the elections to move it later than the officers themselves won’t have enough time because 1 week back but doesn’t want to waste $12,000 for 2 quarters.
-Roth asks if the weeks worth it.
-Murphy asks if anyone is opposed to moving the election week 1 to week 3
-No one on council states it
-Rosen asks about transfer awareness to let them know about the elections
-Sagan stated they have a booth at the enormous activities fair and those are the lines that we’re working with. We’ll get the word out at least.
-Murphy stated his office went to all the offices and transfer transition programs and announced it will be a transfer student representation.
-Baral states his office is also handing out fliers with folders.
-Sagan states that he would rather have campaigning for week 1, the only reason is that rooms are already booked but if we want to avoid week 2 we should avoid it completely.
-Nick stated that if we shift everything we should not have any electioneering.
-Geller states that they need to have an amendment about special elections should there be any future vacancies.
-Shogun stated the candidate packets with special meeting will be solved because the elections week 3, and you can have them turn it in. Even though it’s the same day
-Baral states that given that we don’t know if we can secure rooms that this council meeting will be leafleting and you can come back with us to next year either to say yes I was able to find a room and we can move it all back
-Shogun stated that the main reason to move week 2 to week 3, we can’t have anything on week 2. The midterm elections are way more important than USAC. If you want to stick by it and stick by it properly stick with it.
-Geller stated to get the information to Murphy to get it on Tuesday. She’d be wary going o Friday.
- Shagan states that if we move candidate packets due to Thursday October 9, everything else gets pushed to week 2 and we’re coming back to week 2.
- Roth asks if its more towards the end of the week will it still interfere.
- Shagan states that week 2 Thursday Friday Saturday
- Contreras stated that the debate is on 16th with OCHC and the 17th would be the concert and doesn’t want elections week to be the last week to register voters.
- Murphy states in order for us to move forward there’s a process and then a week off in which we are approving this ballot and right after this week will be election week. Murphy states he’s going to start at the top part, and lets talk about what date do you recommend specifically to be due for candidate packets being due.
- Bach states Thursday October 9th.
- Shagun asks if we’re moving all of the following events.
- Murphy states he did book rooms.
- Shagun states that he can go back and forth on rooms but his worry is that if you move it to Thursday moves again to week 2 which is what we’re trying to avoid.
- Nick states that the concern for week 2, but he doesn’t think its an issue be the biggest confusion would be flyering but if that isn’t happening week 3 when we’re having the election than the events themselves would be a big deal during that deal.
- Shagun asks about the concern of October 7, 2014.
- Contreras said that he has events every Monday-Friday 9-6pm from leafleting with candidates and campaigns.
- Shagun stated that your adding 2 das here and your adding 2 days on top.
- Contreras stated that he wants to give a week for anything and he’s okay with it and ideally Thursday.
- Roth states getting 100 signatures may be difficult.
- Kai states that making the packets 2 days earlier would be the same effect instead of doing 2 days ahead.
- Contreras states he doesn’t mind that at all.
- Garcia states that we are doing the gap because of midterm elections. She thinks the week is taking back the fact after endorsements and debates then people will forget about everything they just said.
- Baral states that make the candidate packets available Thursday and make them due sometime in week 2 and make debated week 4.
- Shagan stated that week 5 of spring elections is it worth it to spend so much money for 2 quarters than if that’s what people are fine with just to have an office fill for 2 quarters but he thinks its really negative.
- Roth states that it’s a large issue to have such short terms and its just unfortunate. Is there anything they can do so candidates to have only 1 or 2 platforms because its not feasible and something to do on our end.
- Garcia states for 4th week retention wise its so difficult to be doing that with time
- Bach said that there is no rule they need to run on so many platforms, its up to them. We want something realistic and feasible for them.
- Badalich stated that it should be week 3 because for week 4 there’s midterms and understands the concern. Midterm elections are much more important than student elections and long term student registration is more important than momentum.
- Contreras stated that the debates and endorsement hearings can happen right after the week to have Saturday and Sunday to have leafleting and then elections.
- Shagan states the offices will have less time and giving them more time will be a positive step so might as well go with that and we have to choose between the midterm and sac elections. Just to make sure the money is spent officially, candidates have enough time, and its voter turnout is high.
- Nick states he agrees with candidate and stick it between the weeks of 2 and 3 and then its just administrative stuff done.
- Baral states that having the elections week 3 and have the election debated on week 2 and have week 3 of election week.
- Shagan states that endorsement and candidate debates to end of second week and then October 17 to October 18 to resume again. He will not move endorsements and leave them on week 1. The candidate debates on week 2, and voting on week 3.
- Geller states if we don’t clear candidates on 5pm on October 9, would you e hacking candidate meets 2 hours later.
- Shagan stated yes they factored it in.
- Garcia stated for clarification that any USAC stuff to go before elections and this is something that would work.
- Contreras asks about the event on the 17th and asks him to move it to 18th and 19th.
- Rosen states that packets will be distributed Tuesday September 30 and they will be due to October 7.
- Roth states Meet the Candidates on October 18
- Morris asks if the debated were on the 19th, booting will start on Tuesday you still have a day in between and the health of the candidates I the primary concern but there still is that day.
- Rosen states another issue in regards to retention and have class on Monday, what if we did meet the candidates the day after endorsements so the debates would be the only date separated.
- On Tuesday September 30, packets are available. October 7, packets are due. On October 9, endorsements from 7-10pm. Friday October 10 meet the candidates. October 18 are debates. On October 19 the campaign begins and sign boards go up at 12AM. On October 19th its USAC approval.
- Contreras asks when online campaigning
- Shagan stated online campaigning begins October 10-October 17
- If you really want to educate students and having more time to review the information will be beneficial and understands the midyear election but I think students are smart off to understand the difference.
- Murphy reminds everyone it’s a special election its supposed opt happen within 30 days.
- Murphy states that currently for week 3 we have 20th, 21st, and 22nd and have leafleting Monday Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday, but voting is from Tuesday-Thursday.
- Baral states that theirs 2 really important issues on hand and we’re conflating them such as the issue of voter turn out and block voting. Not having Monday voting is going to lower the voter turnout, and with 29% already he doesn’t want to reduce it but council by so few of an electorate and having a small number of informed than having a lot of people voting. The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution that was an issue. We shall extend voting from Monday-Friday to make everyone happy. If the e-board
thinks block voting is going to happen that if you are an endorsing organization you have to disclose your meeting time during week 3 and the election board can or will send a representative of the election board at the meeting.

-Shagun stated that if your main point is to increase voter turn out suspending that time would be pointless, you can add 5 hours to Thursday.

-Baral stated that clearly didn’t work it.

-Shagan stated that they have 5 hours on Monday how effective that would be.

-Baral states he doesn’t support it and have solutions

-Garcia states that people see there’s a correlation between no Monday and low voter turn out. If you think its time then the suggestion works. We’re assuming the correlation of Monday.

-Badalich stated the suggestion to add hours and start Monday 9AM and add those hours because you want to get rid of 5-10 then its solved. The reason you don’t want it to have 5-10 then it would be very confusing for that person. It would be impossible and if not unfair there picking certain organizations it makes it seem like there incriminating them.

-Shagun states that it could extend to Thursday and reveal would be Friday afternoon.

-Baral asks what the problem for Monday

-Garcia states block voting

-Murphy states that aboard said was the concern and if council members have an issue about Monday voting. This calendar is brought by the election board and he doesn’t want back and forth conversations.

-Shagan doesn’t want any negativity of Monday and going back to the conversation and we’re off to a bad start. This is for block voting and this could happen any time during the week and any organization and for a matter of fact and the organization imp part of meets on Monday.

-Contreras wants to reiterate and respect the autonomy and proposed Tuesday-Friday voting. Is there a need for a Monday voting? We cannot correlate it with voter turn out.

-Baral states if the health of the candidate then Thursday. There isn’t a grand proof that Monday causes a voter turn out drop but if we go to one election 2 years ago then it’s the main thing that everyone agreed on was the change of the lack of Monday vomiting.

-Murphy states one election and another election that the one factor is exactly the same because theirs a lot of lingering effects such as three slates. We must think about other lingering events outside of Monday voting. If there’s an issue with time to vote there should be a proposed time.

-Shagan stated 12pm-9pm on Tuesday and then Thursday voting will end and Friday is when elections will be announced.

-Kai stated that there was a misunderstanding

-Badalich states if the issue is time than on Friday go to 12. If your waiting for them to say if its for Greek life we have to go to the actual issue. This is coming from an autonomous group and the back and forth there’s no use for it.

-Shagan states this is completely personal experience and the second thing for voter day he can keep it to 12 to Fridays and the only reason he stopped it on Thursday with short and simple sweet election.

-Bach stated 10pm on Thursday and announce on Friday and address the issue.

-Murphy stated that the likelihood of a small turnout is high because it’s a special election.
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-Rosen stated that the minutes from April 1, 2014 he will track the voter turn out
-Baral stated on Friday it was a complete waste and everyone was exhausted. They wont name the problem for block voting on Mondays and if we aren’t going to have voting on Monday make it very clear to why we wont have it. You don’t want it for e-board sending representatives to different organizations then we should have Monday voting and if there’s an issue there will be an issue that we can correct it in the future. He doesn’t like beating around the bush and likes being direct and only good reasons to have voting on Monday. I don’t know what block voting is and the controversy was Monday to Tuesday not Tuesday to Monday. Baral states you will need the Friday.
-Rosen asks if there’s any way you can contact any secretary and if the numbers are floating around is there anyway floating around.
-Shagun stated he could give you the numbers but the decision has to happen tonight.
-Garcia states we need to think about this issue logically not emotionally. The solutions are contradictory then it doesn’t make sense to start it at 5pm.
-Shagun states that we both spoke about it, maybe Monday was the reason maybe Monday wasn’t we don’t have the numbers there’s a lot of other things happening. He doesn’t understand why one day shift has affected voter turn out. Maybe it has, but maybe it isn’t there’s no proof on anyone’s end.
-Bach state allow voting to end on Thursday at 12 and not go on Friday.
-Shagun stated that Thursday Week 3 the voting extends until 11:59 PM. On Friday the results will be Friday at 5 or 6pm.
-The 19th of October is when campus campaign begins and signboards go up. On the 20th we start campus leafleting day, voting beings at 12pm on Tuesday and leafleting on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9AM-5PM and voting continues until 11:59 on Thursday. Election results will be held at 5 or 6pm.
-Badalich moves to approve the calendar as amended.
-Wong seconds.
9-1-0 the 2014 Fall Special Election is approved.
-Murphy states that if you have questions go to E-Board President or USAC President. He thanks Shagun.

XI. Announcements
-Rosen states clicker will be October 1st at 12:01pm and will send out more information and on October 27 we will have our own campus fair
-Roth states that they will have something about t-shirt design during the cool booth to get their creative juices flowing.
-Singh’s proxy stated there will be a mental health week and look out for chai talks regarding social
-Kalfyan stated that bruin bash has 4 components with chance the rapper headlining, and a lot of people are working on it. Number 2 there’s a festival happening on the imp field and there’s a film called Remember the Messenger. The other film is On The Run Carnes ale Commons at 8pm. The ticket lottery is at bruinbash.ucla.edu and entering early doesn’t increase your chances and an all student email will be sent out.
-Garcia stated that if there’s an issues on get it online tell them from CTO. Garcia stated that you will have to volunteer on Sunday after the New Student Welcome at LATC they need help moving tables and chairs then that will get you all in. We need everyone that’s
attending to have a good example where a lot of council members were misbehaving tremendously.
-Kalfyan stated theirs an announcement on ucla and hoping to get an email sent out

XII. Signing of the attendance sheet

XIII. Adjournment
-Badalich moves to adjourn the meeting. Garcia seconds.
10:02pm the meeting is adjourned.

XIV. Good and Welfare